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CEO of Sony speaks
gvAnneNeesby
SuffWriter
As part of the Pacific Business Fonm Speaker Series, Masaaki Morita
£ameand spoke toa full audience in the
faye Spanos Concert Hall last Tues

day.

Morita is currently chairman and
chief executive officer of the Sony
Corporation of America and is also
deputy president of Sony's worldwide

operations.
In the U.S. alone, Sony's operationsholdS12 billion in assets and has

nearly30,000 employees, representing
oneof the mostsignificant investments
among international corporations in

America.
Morita, in directing his speech to
ward the UOP students stated that, "I
strongly feel no business can prosper
without people like you—young, bright
and talented individuals."
He then addressed the issue of
strengthening American manufactur-

Blackwater at UOP

successful as a business. Many compa
nies can create innovative prototypes,
but this will not profit them unless they
find a way to mass-produce them as
reliable and high quality products.
"I truly believe that the setting up of
the mass-production process takes at
least 10 times the technology and engi
neering capability that is required in
developing the prototype," stated
Morita. He believes that this, along
with close communication and coop
eration between supplier and manufac
turers is essential for enhancing pro
ductivity.
He brought up three points. The

Staff Writer

foseph's

cm
Anthony Cavazos, guitarist and vocalist, entertains students as they packed
the Summit last Thursday evening to take advantage of free cappuccino,
espresso, hot chocolate and bagels. ?he event, sponsered by UPBEAi , will
take place once a month. Don't miss it!
Photo by Robert Yelas
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KPAC: UOP's "RunAway Radio" station
By Alice Kim
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Masaaki Morita of Sony America with the latest prototype of Sony's Micro
Photo by Cheryl Grove
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consumer electronics
Manufacturing, and how this is neces^ in order tocorrect the U ni ted States/
'apan trade imbalance.
"We make products in markets
*heredemand justifies investmentand
'•herewecan beprofitable," said Morita
35 he explained the basic production
Micy at Sony.
, He continued, explaining that the
'Mportancc of the manufacturing process must be stressed in order to be
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who are the future business leaders,
must take opportunity now because
direct labor cost is no longer a major
factor in manufacturing. In addition,
we should look to consumer electron
ics as the most aggressive, rapidly
chang ing marketplace and one that will
aid in correcting the United States/
Japan trade imbalance.
This was the second presentation in
a series of four forums, which are all
open to students and the public.

Grace Covell Student Senate
has
' created a new way to recognize
_Xceptional students living in its dorn'tory. Every two weeks a new Grace
°vell resident will be highlighted in
"Student of the Week" program,
j TheGrace Senate, headed by Presi^nt Trent Averett, chooses each stuent. Anyone in the dorm is welcome
n°minate another student, providing
e student, has met all qualifications.
. dents considered must be involved
J^cbool activities and work hard on
lev'ng above and beyond the aver® UOP student. "We want to ac°Medge the accomplishments of
^ dedicated people," said Trent
^crett. "we all thought that these
Cr<yy<°na' stu|denls

deserve some

The Smithereens, Jesus Jones,
REM and Squeeze are only someof the
groups currently heard on UOP's
newest student-run radio station,
KPAC. The idea of having a com
pletely student-run radio station for the
university first originated in 1987.
Ralph Guild,alumnus andchairman of
the board for Inter-Rep Radio, wrote a
memo stating how beneficial it would
be for the campus to have a "training
ground for students" interested in the'
radio business. Guild also stated that
if anyone was intersted in the organi
zation of this kind of station, he would
contribute financially. Upon receiving
this memo, Dr. Alan Ray, the current
station manager and director, with the
input of students undertook this task
and made KPAC-530 AM a reality.
Currently, KPAC is operated out
of the first floor of Hand Hall in Crabb
Studio, which is part of KUOP. Its

original location was supposed tobe on
the third floor, but due to construction
difficulties, KPAC will not be moved
in to its permanent home until Spring
of 1992.
"KPAC operates like any other
kind of radio station," says Andrew
Wisot, program director. Students are
inchargeofloggingtheirown programs
and operations, selecting and airing
their own music, news- and general
information and producing commer
cials to keep the station financially
stable. KPAC even has its own request
or question line,946-2808.
"Run Away Radio" is also another
name given to KPAC due to its ability
to always be "on the loose," says Rhett
Butler, music director. KPAC operates
daily 7 a.m. to midnight. The station
has disk jockies working in two-hour
intervals, airing everything from the
hippest music to speciality shows on
the weekends. KPAC also has its own
newswriting team to write not only the
(See KPAC, back page)

The Senate uses a well organized
system to choose the "student of the
week." First, the Senate hears a list of
accomplishments or qualifications o
each student.To avoid bias or prejudice,
the names of the students are not re
vealed until the most qualified person
is chosen for the week. The Senate is
not even aware if the candidate is a

The
Grace Senate is currendy trying to
obtain free billboard space in Ih=
McCaffrey Center to highlight the
"Student of the Week." The Senate
even tried to give the "Student of the

(See Grace, back page)

The peaceful slumber of UOP resi
dents is shattered at 3:45 a.m. They
climb out of their beds and shuffle
outside. Another night destroyed by a
false fire alarm. Outside of the obvious
inconveniences, a false alarm is also
very costly.
According to the Chief Bureau of
Resources of the Stockton Fire Depart
ment, John B. Hymes, the fuel and
manpower used costs approximately
$200 every time a response is made.
The Captain of Fire Prevention
Bureau in Stockton, David White, said
the cost is decided by taking the entire
budget of the fire services and dividing
it by the number of falsealarms. "Right
now the entire budget isapproximately
$35,000 and it will probably reach.
$40,000 by the end of December," said
White.
According to Hymes, depending
on where the alarm is, decides how the
station will react. "Certain areas have
an abundance of fire alarms. At Grace
Covell, the occurrence is high so only
one engine is sent. In a normal response
to a structure, we send a full box— two
engines, one truck, a chief and an op
erator,".Hymes said.
Jim Falcone, the UOP Director of
Residential Life and Housing, said his

main concern is the safety of the stu
dents. "There are so many false alarms
that students feel they don't have to
leave. If arealone occurred, they might
not respond," Falcone said.
According to Hymes, many who
have been caught causing an alarm are
usually not residents. "If anyone is hurt
or killed during the response, the per
petrators can be upgraded tomanslaugh
ter or even a higher level. "$tudents
who pull a false alarm can beheld liable
if if weare unable to respond to another
call and a structure was damaged or
someone was hurt," Hymes said.
The inability to react toanother call
because all available persons are at
UOP frustrates White. "I was really
angry (one time) when we rolled into
UOP. While were on campus, a critical
case came up and we couldn't do any
thing. However, I saw that the students
were just as outraged," White said.
Second year Grace resident Nicole
Albanese said,"I get really mad (when
there is a fire alarm) because most
likely it's someone outside of Grace
who pulled it. Everyone gets upset
because it's a waste of time."
Hymes feels that the number of fire
alarms have decreased this year."The
number of fire alarms is usually worse
at the beginning of the school year.
Around the holidays, they usually pick
up and we get a rash of them," said
Hymes.

Disk jockey Jordan Summer broadcasts for KPAC. Photo by Cheryl Grove

rally.

UOP's Counseling
Center offers support
The month of November is well
underway, as area plethora of crises in
your life. Your significant other just
dumped you, your car broke down,
your bike was stolen, there's a 30-page
paper that's late and your best friend is
just as stressed as you are and isn't
returning your desperate messages.
Obviously, you need help, but there
seems to be nowhere to turn. Fortu
nately there is a place on the UOP

training and staff development train
ing.
Director of the Counseling Center,
LaVon Ruple, said many students feel
that their first individual visit to the
Counseling Center provides a great
deal of relief. However, she feels stu
dents often underutilize the benefits of
group counseling as an added meansof
support. They often feel reluctant to
discuss their problems in a group, but
after a first uncomfortable meeting,
they often get the additional benefitsof
excellent peer support and under

campus where you can go, UOP's
Counseling Center.
Located in the Cowell Health
Center, the Counseling Center has
functioned on campus for over 31 years.
The staff of two full timeand seven part
time expert counselors are on duty 24
hours a day. Regarded as one of the
best of its kind in the Western United
States, the services at the Counseling
Center are free to all UOP students.
The majority of UOP students use the
counseling center for relationship and
time management counseling. How
ever, the Counseling Center also pro
vides substance abuse, crisis interven
tion, intercultural and premarital and
marriage counseling services. It pro
vide help in time and stress manage
ment, as well as offer peer counselor

standing.
The Counseling Center, like all
departments on the UOP campus, has
had to absorb budget cuts. The Coun
seling Center is now weighing options
on how to absorb the 20 percent cut in
their operating budget due by next year.
Ruple said many options are still under
discussion. One is to charge students
for counseling services to recoup the
20 percent cut. Another is to add $6.50
to each students tuition as a Counseling
Center fee, much like the current Health
Center fee. A third suggestion is to
limit the number of visits a student can
make before having to either go to
group counseling or seek outside as
sistance. Ruple would like to hear
student input in which method would
(See Counseling, back page)

By Andrew Blee
Staff Writer

This Week
_ _ _ ^ — — — — — —

male or female.
Special rewards are given to the
"StudentoftheWeek."TheB^kstore
has offered sweatshirts, ASU0P
giving away free dry cleaning and the
dining service will donate a free pizza.

Week" a designated parking space, ytf
failed because Public Safety refused to

$40,000 a year wasted
by false fire alarms
By Monica Yadegar

first was to attract, train and keep tal
ented people in supplier companies.
His second point was to create a new
attitude and spirit among the manage
ment of suppliers. "At Sony, our ulti
mate goal is customer satisfaction,"
said Morita. His last point was that
suppliers need the support and under
standing of banks and government of
ficials.
Morita believes that the students
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Minority engineering program offered
By Richard Hallock
Senior Staff Writer

Engineering has traditionally been
a field dominated by white males. As
we all know, the demographics of
America are changing. Non-Cauca
sian ethnic groups are dramatically in
creasing in numbers while Caucasian
groups are declining. Unfortunately,
members of these non-Caucasian eth
nic groupsare not going into engineer
ing. TheWorkforce2000reporttellsus
that by the year 2000, this country will
be faced with a massive shortage of
engineers, that is, unless something is
done.
UOP's School of Engineering is
taking steps to safeguard against this
shortage. A Minority Engineering
Program (MEP), under the direction of
Dr. Gary Martin, has recently been
created. Its goal is, to increase the
matriculation,retention and graduation
of historically under-represented
populations in the field of engineering.
In addition to simply creating more
engineers, Martin believes there are
other benefits to increasing the number
of minority engineers. "It is beneficial
to the students at large and makes for a
stronger student body if we increase
student diversity," said Martin.
This large program contains many

different smaller activities. Financial
aid benefits, in addition to those from
the University,have been given to UOP
students by theNationalActionCouncil
for Minorities in Engineering, which
gave $2,300. In addition, at the MEP
awards banquet, $3000 was distributed
between a number of students. Two
more corporations, Pacific Bell and
Spink, recently gave $8,000 and
$15,000. The Spink Corporation gift
will be paid over three years.
The Community Involvement
Program, begun in 1969, addresses the
needs of culturally and historically
disadvantaged students at UOP. Re
cently, CIP stepped-up its recruitment
efforts by promoting UOP with the
distribution of MEP brochures. A
dramatic increase in visits by prospec
tive students was the result. CIP con
tinues to offer important services, in
cluding free tutoring.Six students were
also given full scholarships this year.
A grant of $50,000 was presented
to Prof. Andres Rodriguez, Ph.D. by
the Department of Education. Ac
cording to Rodriquez, the goal of this
grant is to provide enrichmentactivities
in the physical sciences and math
ematics using computers as tools for48
minority primary school students
(grades4,5 and 6). With the help of this
grant, Prof. Rodriguez will be able to
interest minority students with the pos

sibility of pursuing engineering as a
career.
One of the biggest MEP accom
plishments is its acceptance into the
State-wide (MESA) Mathematics,
Engineering, Science Achievement
program. This program offers excellent
recruitment opportunities for UOP.
Benefits include, a photograph of UOP
in its quarterly newsletterand a regional
conference display booth.
The Minority Engineering Program
also supports several engineering stu
dent groups. These include, NSBE
(National Society for Black Engineer
ing), SHPE (Society of Hispanic Pro
fessional Engineers), and SWE (Soci
ety of Women Engineers).
Despite the general decline in
University enrollment, the MEP has
seen steady growth in its ethnic di
versity, from 8 percent -in 89-90 to
13.65percentin91-92. Total enrollment
New ugruo
lights iruiuucu
installed utcr*5
along Campus Way.
stands presently at 293 students.
new
While a shortage of engineers has
been predicted for the future, UOP is
striving to overcome that obstacle by
bringing "non-traditional" ethnic
groups into engineering. Once these
groups see that engineering is open to
fixtures according to Jim Paull, direc
them and see the future that engineer Sarah Fosberg
tor of the McCaffery Center, is an "old
ing holds,others will follow. Hopefully, Asst. News Editor
traditional" look. The fixtures are
with continued support of MEPs, the
similar to the ones already placed near
predicted engineer shortage will never
Safety has always been a concern the library and Hand Hall. "The new
materialize.
for many students on the UOP campus. lights are really attractive and they

Staff Writer

The 1973 landmark U.S. Supreme
Court case, Roe vs. Wade gave the
nation legalized abortion for the full
nine months of pregnancy in all 50
states. Now 18 years after the ruling
more and more Americans are ques
tioning if abortions should have been
granted at all.
Arden Sleadd,a volunteer from the
Pregnancy Help Center of Stockton,
came to campus last week to discuss
the Pro-Life movement with students
in Grace Covell's Tiger Lounge.
According toWebster'sDictionary,
abortion is an act of giving premature
birth; specif., the expulsion of the hu
man fetus prematurely, particularly at
any timebefore it is viable or capable of
sustaining life. Sleadd went on to tell

the group that there are an average of
1.5 million abortions performed each
year and only one percent of those
abortions is due to rape or incest. An
other one percent is due to fetus de
formity, leaving 98 percent of abortions
performed due to unwanted pregnan
cies.
Women usually find out that they
are pregnant after they have been car
rying the baby for nearly eight weeks.
If they choose to end the pregnancy it
will usually be anywhere from eight
weeks to five months into the preg
nancy. " You can hear a heartbeat at
eight weeks and at five months some
babies can live outside of the mother,"
said Sleadd.
According to Sleadd, abortion
clinics, like other businesses, are constandy trying totumaprofit.Theclinics
often fail to inform and educate women
that there are alternatives to aborting
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Public Safety has increased their man
power to patrol the back parking lot at
night by foot. Now, the Board of Direc
tors of the McCaffrey Center has re
cently spent over $12,000 on new
their child, says Sleadd
The Pregnancy Help Center is lighting fixtures to be placed around
dedicated to helping individuals and
perimeter of the McCaffery Center,
families who might be experiencing The fixtures have been installed by the
crisis pregnancies. The free and confi- Physic Plant,
dential services offered include: free
The lights have been placedaround
mov'e heater, Anderson Hall and
information and counseling, pregnancy
testing,postabortion counseling as well
P^wood Room. The look of the
as maternity and infant clothing. Infor
mation and referrals for medical care,
financial assistance and adoption are
also available.
iot-.
"With volunteers, the Pregnancy
Michdle Glau
Help Center gives helpand advice, the ^
best opuons for the women who are
scared and unsure of what to do. We
offer the facts and back it up with
The Counseling Center Outreach
counseling. We don't tell her about
abortion we tell them the alternative Program is currently offering a workand leave the decision up to the indi- shop entitled "Getting Fit For Life." A

match the already-existing fixtures,"
says student, Patrick Sporl. Another
student, Alice Kim says, "Because of
the well-lit walkways due to the new
lights, I feel more secure walking on
campus atnight. With the University in
the budget crisis, I feel this was an
excellent asset to the safety of the
campus."
The Board of Directors of the
McCaffery Center consists of four
students, three staff and one faculty
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New lights increase safety

Pro-life discussed at Grace
By Stefanie Sicfer
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Center offers fitness program

vidual." said Sleadd.
group limited to six students per sesFor further information on the
sion is held Monday afternoons at 4
Pregnancy Help Center, call948-6114.

The workshop focuses on health in

Counseling Center to reserve a spc

eating, exercise and attitude. Bemice

This six-week program began It-

Turoff, a local marriage, family, and

Monday and will continue as long:

child counselor, is the leader of the

students express interest

workshop. Turoff helps students focus

Spokeswoman Blanche Keep sat

on individual goals and move them

"If this is something students want*

toward steps to achieve their goals re

will continue with the sessions."

lating to improvement and dedication
to a healthier lifestyle.

fa

"Getting Fit For Life"andalloths
workshops offered through the Co®

Limiting the sessions to six stu
dents allows Turoff to focus individu

seling Center Outreach Program at
free to UOP students.

ally on each student. To participate in
this program, students must call the

For more information, call
2225.
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Amador Adult Ed. Jazz Choir from Pleasanton in front of the Conservatory

Guest Writer

Last Wednesday the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall came to life with over 900
excited elementary school children. The
music education department, headed
by Dr. Lois Harrison, held its fourth
annual Children's Choral Festival. The
festival catered to schools from the
Central Valley area, with one school
traveling as far as 70 m i les to take part.
The two-hour event consisted of a
rehearsal of previously prepared m usic
as well as a concert which included a
few added musical surprises. One of

the suprises included UOP's string en
semble who performed Schubert's
Trout Quintet in A-major. Adding a
little spice to the concert, the music
education class did a piece with Balinese instruments. Afew select students
were given the opportunity to play the
unique instruments from the island of
Bali.
The Children's Choral Festival
provided thechildren with a wide range
of musical experiences. They sang
songs from different cultures and even
participated in a scene from Mozart's
opera "The Marriageof Figaro,"which
will be performed by the Conservatory
next spring.

/

473-7374

Photo by Robert Yelas

Children's Choral Festival hosted in FayeSpanos
By Luana Bramham

473-7300

The fesuval offered music educauon majors the challenge of preparing
therr classes for a music festival and
then taking them on a field trip. Ulti-

mately, the festival was a success nm
viding valuable experience and mn.i
cal fulfillment for both the element*™
school students and UOP students

O o
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feminist group
vandalizes frat houses
sANTA

BARBARA Calif. (CPS)

^50n fraternity houses at the Uni
.c rolifnmia at Santa Rarhsm
rffliest se«st treatment of women
10T^eianonymous women plaster
.jjj 0n fences and signs, tack up
*jj,jC pornographic pictures of
JgL with captions such as "this is
JJJ fraternities see you," and sprayJnt angry messages in their wake.
The organization, which calls itself
w ('Creative Underground Network
jffruthful Sisters," struck for the first
jut last spring and has held candlelight
.igils to celebrate the death of sexism.

The group's message may elicit svm
are controversial.
They are no more than common
Kappa Psi, the only fraternity to file;
formal complaint. After the prosecu
tion process was explained, the frater
nity decided to drop the charges.
Others, however, feel Unaggressive
group is making a strong message for
women. "They are getting the job
done," says Dan Hilldale, a staff writer
who has followed the group in the
Daily Nexus, the UCSB newspaper.
Sexism is deeply ingrained at this
school."

Administration changes
by Robert Yelas
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stance on desegregation case
WASHINGTON (CPS) - President
Bush has ordered the Justice Depart
ment to change its position on one
state's funding disparity between pre
dominantly white universities and his
torically black colleges.
In November, the Supreme Court
Kill hear a major desegregation case
dealing with Mississippi's liability for
completing the integration process of
its higher education system.
Last July, the Justice Department
argued that Mississippi had no consti
tutional obligation "to correct dispari
ties" in regard to financing programs
between white and blackcolleges, even
though the brief was not filed in sup
port of the state of Mississippi.

But, a report by The Associated
Press said thataletter to Bush by former
Howard University president James
Cheek helped get the Justice Depart
ment position changed.
"If the U.S. Supreme Court agrees
with the argument advanced by the
Department of Justice, the publicly
supported colleges and universities in
Mississippi and elsewhere serving pri
marily black colleges are doomed,"
Cheek wrote.
An article in the New York Times
said that several black educators who
met with Bush made him realize that
the earlier brief was not filed on behalf
of the black colleges like Bush had
thought.

The Pacifican needs a
bookkeeper/secretary
Apply Hand Hall, third floor

or to reserve a spot

Many college students University pins hopes
experience grief
on lottery - but no dice
By Karen Neustadt
(CPS) — College life, most would
agree, is hardly the smoothest of life's
transitions.AccortlingtoaKansasSaie
University professor, it's not the happi
est for many, either.
David Balk says he was surprised
to find that many college students are
grieving the deaths of family members
and friends.
When Balk surveyed Kansas State
University students about their lifestyles
in 1990, he discovered that 28 percent
of the students reported that a family
member had died in the previous 12
months.
The professor of human develop
ment and family studies was so aston
ished by his findings that he ran a
second survey — this time, with a
different set of students. The results
were the same. Further, 45 percent of
those surveyed reported losing a fam
ily member in the previous 24 months.
Both of Balk'ssurveys also reflected
that 44 percent of the students said that
a friend had died in the previous 12
months, and a whopping 66 percent
reported the death of a friend in the
previous 24 months.
The professor believes the unspo
ken reality of grief is a hidden problem
on most U.S. campuses. "I would be
very surprised to find KSU had a much
higher, or lower incidence than other
campuses," he says.
Balk, who received a grant to con
duct a two-year study through the Na
tional Institute of Mental Health, says
he is interested in finding out how
college students cope with the death of
afamily member or friend, andhowthe
grieving process can be made easier for
them.
Many students don't believe they
have an oudet to sort through their
feelings, he said.
The professor, surprised at the
number of students who responded to
mi advertisement placed in the school
newspaper, formed several social sup
port groups, run by graduateassistants,
that met twice weekly for four weeks.

The groups were so successful that
students requested that they remain
together after the project study was
completed.
"The group seems to have apositive
effect. They said they appreciated the
experience, though at the time it is very
painful," says Balk."One of the things
is that they learn they don't have to
keep such tight control. It's okay to
start feeling and get upset."
Other students who have not ex
perienced loss and are separate from
the bereavement study also are being
studied. The control group has been
evaluated on stress, and the results are
compared with thosein the bereavement
group.
Balk says he thinks students who
have suffered a loss develop more re
sources than those a major reference
point, and they return to it again and
again."
Although people sympathize with
a bereaved student, Balk says outsiders
often underestimate the intensity or
duration of grief.
"The idea of being over it com
pletely in a year is just not true," says
the professor, who also says that some
students found the study too painful to
participate.
Balk, often referred to teasingly as
"Dr. Death," says he would like to
pursue a study on how the grieving
process changes people.
"I'd like to help identify changes,
like moral development, or career
choice changes. One of the things that
has emerged is the immune system is
very vulnerable during grieving. We
even have a lower blood count."
The professor says that people in
this society are often impatient with the
grieving process.
"We expect to get things resolved in
minutes," he says."We are unwilling to
spend time on things."

BOCA RATON, Fla. (CPS) - How
can you solve your university's woes?
Win the lottery.
That's what a group of professorsat
Florida AUantic University thought as
they watched the state Lotto jackpot
grow to $88 million. They saw their
department's salvation writtenon pingpong balls to be drawn Oct. 26.
Physics professors Ferdinando
Medina and Sam Faulkner wrote the
contributors' pledge on a piece of pa
per - "It just said that if we won, we
would give the money to the university's
College of Science," Medina says.
Sixty-eight people donated money
to the lottery pool, which bought about
300 tickets.
In the end, the astronomical odds

beat the charitable motivation - the
group had six winning tickets worth
about a total of $100. Still, the $200
cumulative loss didn't stop the profes
sors from thinking about a repeat per
formance.
"If the lottery pot gets big enough
again," Medina says, "we may try
again."
Florida AUantic is just one of the
Florida state schools hit hard by budget
cuts.
Just two days after the lottery
drawing, the school's president an
nounced that about 125 fall classes
would be cancelled because of budget
problems. He added that 73 of the
classes had nostudents enrolled during
advance registraUon.

obert Yelas

AIDS secret kept from
lovers, survey shows
LOS ANGELES (CPS) - A Survey
ofHIV-posiUvemen in a clinic showed
that almost one-fourth admitted that
they continued to engage in sex with
out revealing their deadly infecdon to
their homosexual lovers.
Gary Marks, an assistant professor
of preventative medicine at the Uni
versity of Southern California, said 138
men were quesUoned at a public clinic
that treats HIV-infected pauents.

"You need to protect yourself with
everyone," Marks said. "You can't
assume others are going to disclose
their infecdon. You have to take re
sponsibility forprotecung yourself by
using condoms during sex."
Marks did not identify the clinic,
revealing only that it was located in a
predominanUy Hispanicneighborhood,
because he is condnuing research there.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL
Our Dirty Laundry

Stopping Andocentrism

The Pacifican. What went wrong? We have managed to put
out a paper (or sometimes two) about every Wednesday or
Thursday or Friday. Headlines have been misspelled, articles
have been printed twice and names have been left off of letters
to the editor. AT&T advertisements have kept us in the black,
and outdated coupons certainly do not work too well. Had you
visited or called our office, there might or might not have been
someone there to greet you. The Pacifican. We went wrong!
Now we have aired our dirty laundry and admit it all to be
our fault. We began the year with no editors, no writers and no
production staff. The Publications Board, our watchdog, was
not meeting at all. Building the paper piece by piece, we lost
editors and writers weeks after they began their jobs. Our
computer died of a vims and deadlines have been missed by
almost everyone. What we inherited and nourished was a
disaster. We are not a class, but a student-run organization that
works hard at trying to produce a high-quality student news
paper every week. We are the students of the University of the
Pacific and we are beginning to succeed.
We have a new editor-in-chief who is effectively giving
direction to the paper. Our managing editor and business
manager are using their experience to keep deadlines and our
office efficient. The Editorial Board is enthusiastic and
committed, and with a growing staff of writers, photographers,
production staff and proofreaders, we are all working hard to
produce a high-quality student newspaper that displays jour

Dear Editor:
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Next issue: Welfare

From the Right?

Contact the opinion editor if you
would like to contribute.

Following the Clarence Thomas
hearings in Washington, I asked my
class in American Democracy to write
suggestions concerning what can be
done about sexual harassment. The
following excerpts from their papers
tot
letsyou
indicate that they see the nature of the
problem, but see few ways out.
j mmiuw -mmmmm m •
a
ep!
One wrote: "There isaperpetuation
of this macho image from generation to
M
generation. Menaretaughttobestrong,
take charge, never show their feelings.
This often leads to a need to dominate
women. Women of power are a threat
Thuan Van Nguyen
to a man's ego, and his self conscious
Professor
ness causes him to throw his weight (in
(Farley
dealing with women) to boost his ego." problem: men have that little extra self and^ Stockton
C(^knr1 pverv day?"
every day?'
Editor's note: At the requestof
Another wrote:"Some corporations esteem which lets them tease and dis House can only have 58 people.)
Professor
Nguyen, "I" has
try to socialize their employees by count women. Itshouldn tbe that way.
Wishingyougreaterandbetterjourcapitalized.
showing them videos and giving lec Can we stop the trend at Pacific?
nalism, i am
tures on the subject of sexual harass
ment in the work place. These can be Jerry Briscoe
helpful, to lay down guidelines straight
Editors Note: We encourage com
off thebat on what is tolerable and what
0n Nov. 12, th
ments on the above letter to the editor.
is unacceptable . . . (However,) you
national Studies he
can't desocialize a person as easily
Please send your comments to
The Pacifican
when they have already established
Symposium entitle
their personal set of beliefs, the way
Crisis in the East
Stop Ostracism
many men have done... It isn't easy to
West." The sympc
Dear Editor:
enforce morals on such a person."
UOP students, facu
Two editorials: "President Who?"
Another wrote:"Each organization
honor students in tl
. . . should come up with their own and "President Who, Again?" Both
The three gu<
definition of sexual harassment . . . harsh. Are you starting a presidentGlinkin, Dr. Ewa
Upon hiring, the approved statement bashing fad?
Hon.MaartcnvanT
I found your second editorial lack
must be accepted by and signed by the
topics related to, as
new employee. In this way, there will ing in many respects. In orthography:
biggest and most
be no question as to how every em at least seven misspellings by your
Europe in recent y
ployee has agreed to draw the line on senior staff writer. Or was it a lack of
Glinkin, brou
sexual harassment." The student then proofreading? (I've proofread this let
suggested that firing should follow ter. Any misspellings in print would be
violations of the agreement. She then "typos" by your typist!)
Lacking in respect and understand
asks, "How do you prove something
ing.
Furthermore, "the man" sounded
that generally happens out of earshotof
just
as
bad as "the suspect." I need not
anyone else?"
see
the
president everywhere i go on
The pain of sexual harassment is
campus.
Heshould be busy fund raising
expressed in the following excerpt: "It
and
solving
numerous university
isrealand causes lasting effects. Mostly
problems.
He
has
a difficult job to do,
By: Laurel Hand
it isn't reported because women are
a
job
infinitely
more
difficult
thkrfmine
Staff Writer
embarrassed, ashamed, or (afraid they
or
yours.
If
he
had
nothing
to
do,
we
will lose) their job and don't want to
would see him wandering around all
report their boss."
Once again th
day.
Doyouwantthatkindofpresident?
A women student wrote, "I don't
come
to celebrai
Lacking
in
interest.
If
you
looked
think men understand the problem with
wonderful
time w
for
entertainment,
then
the
president's
this 'playful teasing.' It makes it so
together
over
tabh
presentation
would
be'very
boring
in
much harder to work around the man,
with
deed.
food.
They
But
if
you
had
some
interest
in
and even harder to respect him. Maybe
Have you got something you want to say about an article yotii'wi other and for all
a woman has gotten so far up the cor the many problems the University
seen in The Pacifican? Problems with a story or praise for policies What can I say? I
porate ladder that she doesn't want to faced, then the presentation was infor
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor? Tfe
mative
and
important.
I
was
there
and
However, just
risk losing her job over one or two
was
glad
to
see
the
endowment
climb
Pacifican is read by nearly 94 percent of the student body and % let's look back tot
complaints. She may not want to risk
Only to make it rr
the humiliation of having everyone from $ 14 million five years ago toS31
percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
million today.
think she is lying. This is a common
Letters must be typed and notmore than 250words. All submission1 that we are Indiar
Lacking in consistency. You said,
school situation. Ifateacherorprofessor
Okay, so there
must have a name, address and telephone number to be considered foil
"I'm
sick of the negative." Was that
feeling pretty pi
is harassing a female student, the stu
print.
editorial positive? Far from it.
0ver your yearly
dent may feel that the administration
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length P.
Finally, I agree that Dr. Carol Hall
will believe the teacher over her. The
more than enougl
clarity.
had very good intentions in proposing
other students may also think she is
your family thro
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following "head. You arc a
that the closed dormitory be opened to
lying."
Oakland fire victims. There was a
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hal Poose on your b
The "crucifixion" of Anita Hill
question that should be asked: "Would
makes me aware of this whole ugly
Stockton, CA 95211.
feathers, grab yoi
head back to yo
hear noises comii
""inhabited sect:
Vn"
grab the wife

CONGRESSIONAL

nalistic excellence.
We encourage those who find fault in The Pacifican to work
for The Pacifican. Become a writer, or regular contributor, or
photographer, or proofreader. Remember, we are not a profes
sional organization, but a student-run organization, keeping an
82-year-old tradition alive. You can help in that tradition, just
by writing letters to the editor that express your views on any
issue: campus-wide, local, national, or even international.
A lot has gone wrong, and a lot has gone right. Now is the
time for all of us at The Pacifican to follow our new direction
and accomplish our purpose: to enhance the educational
mission of the University of the Pacific.

From the Left?
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What are you most thankful for?
Kimberly Wolterstorf
Junior
Pre-law

Nick Daughterman
Senior
International Affairs and
Commerce

Ann Neesby
Junior
Piano Performance

Grant Carter
Junior
Business Law

Rob Ligetti
Junior
Art History

Edward T. Sickel IV
Junior
Communication
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"My bookstore charge and the
fact that my dad pays for it."

k

I

"A few days off."

I H11

IBi 111

Jill'

"A chance to leave Stockton
and visit my family in Southern
California."

Dr. Atchley's overwhelming
support of the football pro
gram."

My gender, Victoria's Secret
a little bit of 'eah.'"

'I am most thankful for $
parents raising me to shun
fringe groups such as that
pinko commie one called
'GAP.'"

Daisy Char
Staff

Writer
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UOP Hosts World Symposium
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Dr. Miklaszewska of Poland
By Amy Griffiths
Staff Writer

On Nov. 12, the School of Inter
national Studies held a World Affairs

through the International Research
Exchange (IREX), is currently the in
stitute director for International and
Regional Studies at the Soviet Acad
emy of Sciences. He also has special
ized in Caribbean countries and Latin

Symposium entitled "Europe Today:
Crisis in the East—Challenge to the
West." The symposium was open to
UOPstudents, faculty and high school
honor students in the area.
The three guests, Dr. Anatoly
Glinkin, Dr. Ewa Miklaszewska and
Hon. Maartenvan Traa spoke on various
topics related to, as van Traa said, "the
biggest and most decisive change in
Europe in recent years."
Glinkin, brought to the states

American studies, especially Brazilian
history. He spoke of the "possibility of
a triangle relationship with a United
Europe, the former Soviet Union and
the Latin American continent."
The topic of a United Europe is on
the minds of most people involved in
international relations.whether they be
economic, political or diplomatic.
Glinkin feels that "every silver cloud
has a dark lining,"and thatthe possibil
ity of a United Europe may bring with

Maarten Van Traa of the Netherlands

it some problems. One of these prob
of the East, Dilemma to the West."
lems is the threat of the majority of the
In the eyes of this economist, Eu
leadership remaining in the hands of
rope is opening upand turning out to be
the Western European countries, and
a new market for Poland. Its own
the Eastern European countries simply
market hasdisintegrated, so the market
being pulled along by Western powers.
of the Westnow looks very promising.
He concluded with a statement of opti The creation of this totally new market
mism, "Maybe by the year 2000 we will create new business opportunities
will have a United Europe."
for thepeople of Europe,especially the
Miklaszewska, a professor of eco Eastern countries. At this point,
nomics at the Jagiellonian University Miklaszewska sees the opportunities
of Cracow, was brought to the country open only to the more highly devel
from Poland through funding of the oped countries, but not to countries
Eisenhower Exchange. Looking at the such as Poland and Hungary, who until
situation in Europe from a more eco some restructuring occurs, do not have
nomical perspective, Glinkin, feels that much that they can offer to a United
a more appropriate title for the sympo Europe.
sium might have been, "Restructuring
Van Traa, from the Netherlands,

was able to come to the United States
through fundingof the Cermn Marshall
Fund and the Woodrow Wilson Foun
dation. Currently the Foreign Policy
spokesman and vice—chairman of the
Foreign Affairs Committee in the
Netherlands, van Traa has also served
as a member of Parliament for the
Dutch Labour Party, the International
secretary of the Dutch Labour Party
and is a respected journalist.
He feels that the former division of
barbed wire and tanks will now be
come a division betweenrich and poor.
The way to avoid this outcome would
be to integrate the Eastern countries
into Europe as much aspossible, and to
create an environment where "armed

Photos by Robert Yelas

conflict is unthinkable."
One of the problems will be dif
ferences in language, education and
culture, which will create different loy
alties within the United Europe. Many
people will feel a stronger loyalty to
their country rather than to a European
Parliament.
Hepointsoutthat"1992maynotbe
the magic year and this period of re
structuring and unification in Europe
will be much more chaotic than we
think."
This symposi um wasmade possible
through the efforts of Dr. Martin
Needier, dean of the School of Inter
national Studies, who served as the
moderator throughout the evening.

She Calls It
v ••

International Affairs
By: Laurel Handly
Staff Writer
Once again the time of year has
come to celebrate Thanksgiving, a
wonderful time where families gather
togetherover tables filled and bursting
with food. They give thanks to each
article you've
other and for all of the great 'eats.'
se for policies, What can I say? It is a great holiday.
he editor? Thi
However, just for a few moments,
t body and 96 lot's look back to the origin of thisfeast.
Only to make it more fun, lets pretend
kll submissions tot we are Indians instead.
Okay, so there you are, hanging out
considered for
feeling pretty pleased with yourself
ov® your yearly harvest. You have
tcrs for length and "tore than enough food to get you and
your family through the long winter
^oad. You are about to put your paon ;wi
your back,
straighten your
uav-rs., ouui(,iiw
j

CY

feathers, grab your part of the gruband
^d back to your teepee. Then you
^ear noises'coming from a supposedly
uninhabited section of the woods. So
v°ugrab the wife and kids and take off.

Later, you sneak back to see what all of
the commotion was about. You find
this strange group of people covered in
strange black and whitecoverings with
ghost-colored skin. They are eating
your food!
So you grab your bow and arrow
with the other tribe members and ap
proach them. Luckily, they seem to be
more frightened than you are. Through
gestures you try to explain to them that,
"Hey, no offense or anything, but you
are eating our food!"
Eventually, after many hand mo
tions you reach an agreement with them
that you will all share in the food and
thus -Thanksgiving is born.
Unknown to you, 200 years later,
after they have killed off most of your
race, they still celebrate this holiday in
memory ofyour sharing and helpfulness
during their times of trial and hunger.
Yes, it is a nice holiday. However,
it might be a nice gesture to add at the
end of your Thanksgiving blessings,
"to the people who let us eat way back
in the beginning.

director helps her
students to go abroad
Dy Daisy

Chang

other people, a Chinese painting
traditional Japanese dolls may just
souvenirs from foreign travel. But
Patrica Liddle, these gifts stand for
efriendship from foreign institutions
^memories from the job that she has
n doing for many years.
. Prior to coming to UOP, Patricia
1 ^ taught English as a second lan1J86 at Nommensen University of
onesia and worked for overseas
programs as wellas international
J8"8 Programs at Ohio State Univerv from 1979 to 1989. She also re,e'Ved a grant form the Institute of
^studies in 1991,a Fulbright Award
r University Administrators to Gerin 1987 and a National Associan
s° for Foreign Student Affairs WorkGrant in 1984. She is currently
' ^ director of the Office of Internan5-Programs,

at UOP.
d
iy main job is to help UOP stu^ U select a perfect program when
•*' ^aot to study abroad. I also con

tact them while they are abroad and
interview them when they comeback,
said Liddle.
Phil Homer joined the program in
Thailand and Paris and thought Liddle
was very helpful in selecting asuitable
program and in re-adjusting to life at
U

"I think that is really important to a

student," explained Homer.
Liddlealsohelps students interested
in working or studying in a foreign
country to choose an internship.
•Sow we have 190 programs

around the world, including. sevem!
internships in Germany, France 1En
gland and Japan. Our students areaU
over six continents and some of them
are not SIS students," Liddle said.
The other task that Liddle is in
charge of is designing and hosting World
on S*sday. The weekly meeting
addresses issues in different countries
cvery week. The topics cover internaS trade, social studies,
studies and political issues.
sharing my cxfncnCC^

"I enjoy
, Hf,nLS professors and people off
students, P1U
„
. Liddte.
campus. I love my job, stated liuui
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World on Wednesday
By Monica Yadegar
Senior staff Writer

UOP English professor, Diane
Borden, was the speaker of last week's
World on Wednesday. The discussion,
entitled a "Second Passage to India,"
included insight into Indian culture.
Borden, who has been a professor at
UOP since 1971, has been to India
twice; the first time was in 1981 and she
returned for a second trip in December
of 1990.
India is home to Borden. "The
country that you are born in isn't neces
sarily your home. Literature and films
contributed to making India my
motherland. Landscapes exist in the
soul and I felt that I had been there
before," Borden said.
Borden used her second passage to
emphasize the two worlds that exist in
India. "Post-modernism is the strange
grafting of the old world with the fu
ture. India is a microcosm of a post
modern culture," said Borden.
To magnify this, she told some an
ecdotes of her experiences and what
she saw while there. Borden said, "(In
one of the cities) there were two build
ings across from each other. One was
covered with immense posters of Mel
Gibson in Lethal Weapon. Next to it
were (posters of) Richard Gere and
Julia Roberts in PrettyWoman and lined
up outside were people waiting to go
into the theater. The other building had
a huge clock on the tower and theclock
had no hands. This is what happens
when you take a traditional culture like
India and tack technology on it."
According to Borden, the passage
to India is "not only adventure and
illumination, but risk and danger."

Borden said, "When you go to India,
you confront death."Some of her con
frontations included numerous bus
accidents. "The horror of the crash (in
one incident) was mediated by what
happened afterwards. Everyone was
calm, serene— likeno big deal. We got
out and walked to the caves. To the
Indians, this was just a little trouble
some event that happened along the
way," said Borden.
Since her first visit, Borden noted
differences in the landscape when she
returned last year. It has become pol
luted because there are no standard
methods of control. Although this
evokes some worry aboutlndia's future,
Borden is sure that traditional India
will not perish. "I feared for the physical
safety of India, but not for the culture
and psychological and emotional safety
of the people," she said.
"We (the United States) have a
chauvinist attitude and refer to countries
like India as 'developing nations.'
However, when I'm travelling, I say 'I
have come from the U.S.,a developing
country.' India has given me tradition,
wisdom and beauty," Borden said.
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A new perspective on the holiday season
While we still have a few
Smelters
Bars ana
Snickers Bars
and aaoy
Baby ivuuk.
Ruths
stashedaway.readyfor our sweet
tooth's call, it is time to consider
our next holiday fare. November
is here. We get a little colder
sitting in Stagg Memorial Stadium on Satuiday afternoons,
commercials for Christmas sales
are appearing on our TVs with

is an appropriate next step or

rvUe

PacificarhNov. ?/

as you can about their back-

wherher you are well prepared,o
address Als^cu^®Sh°"p
Most importantly, we can help
you transform goals into successful job search actions,
"Can I have another piece of
cake? Can you get a job wi an
English degree?

„,„
no not
no. seek
employ
w„
tunities.
Do
seek employ
ment consideration at this stage.
We at Career Services are
prepared to teach the best ap
proaches to informational inter
viewing and encourage you to
use the Alumni Career Advisory

ate, participate in this
Spring will bring the moSte;
rW8lC'
With this holidayin mind,I would
ployers to campus. You % ^siC>
KS canno"^^ highlights die soa fori,ma,
mctedjob seekers and Ihoselha, —specific start soon to prepare for
tive of a "career services profes- cannot hear, highlights the so wonhyofexp,onpion „youarc use caieer services facilities are students interested in specific program and to learn of addition
career fields. Please inquire con
sional" (often called"job search called "plight of the liberal arts
student," and reinforces staying on campus. during Jam- most
® successful^by ~m;ng our plans a„d begin off-campus career days andr.
coach" by those who know my
cruiting activities. All seJ
he-graduates and alumn, job m the worid you are qualtfied to Ljfelong Uanr^g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ should register with our office:•
you have not done so, si®;.;
seekers). I wanted to prepare^ do. Frequently, those majoring
One of the most
getting-started activity which will search until May. Start looking
"J,
had last year, stop by and complete a form,
^romanlicadven
each and every senior for what I in English, history, political sciinclude informational interview- now. Be prepared for on-campus that pudding we
„lnfr.:nb
L known becom
politely call "turkey talk." This ence and other areas of liberal
aP
interviewing
which
will
begin
Your
cousin
Edgar
go
ing.
By
now
the
hypothetical,;:
^bilious
and ent<
phrase is not intended to cast study are put on the defensive
shortly after you return after your through interviewing at sc oo
pointed holiday picture shoii pictures to date.
implications on the personalities before they can clearly articulate
^
Don't whine about how diffi- January break. We at Career
going to interview on be clear. Without prepai%
to these
of those who initiate these con- their goals. Too many people
. .
_
Reality 0
campus?"
assumeThat
all
they
can
do
is
cult
finding
part-time
jobs
are,
Services
know
that
many
may
be
y™ ™ghi be contati„g!» "--££2,
versations, but to provide a con
teach
(which
in
truth
is
an
admifor
holiday
employment
can
be
reacting
to
the
doom-and-gloom
_ rather
difficult holiday scene ^uired the talenu
text to the timing of these ex
On campus interviewing
is a
found. Don't whine about how descriptions of the job market by
rable
option,
but
not
the
only
changes.
very visible part of the job search Don't be the turkey that's serve mators, artists and
L L-,;J—
difficult job search will be. Take putting off their efforts. Now is
— ..
phis musical
one).
for many college seniors. While
over -the- holidays.
Visit*,
action and use your time well, the time to find us. Now is the
As
mentioned,
we
at
Career
'Pass the gravy and cranberry
we want everyone to realize that soon. Know tfte best
sauce. By the way, what are you Services are ready to help you Actions speaklouder than words, time to begin.
on-campus interviewing is not respond to the above ratheti, for.^,e Little Me
going to do after you've finished gain greater clarity of purpose If you can respond by citing all
morous and too often real situt film
is proc
"I know a great many people for everyone, we also want as
up at that fancy and expensive and support you in your steps that you plan to do, including
tion.
Take
control
of
your
jo; ai5-year Disney vc
school your going to? Your ride towards obtaining your goals. informational interviewing, you in influential positions. Give me many of you as possible to ac- search now!
directors making
I'll spread it tively examine and, if approprion the gravy train is almost over Whether you wish to obtain might get some very good advice your resume.
medium of animal
»
teaching credentials, apply to and a bit of support. You can around.
and Kirk Wise. Ter
graduate school, teachEnglish in toast to your relatives' past sucYou should have a resume to
These words will be heard in Japan, join the Peace Corp, or cesses andbeconfidentthatyours
find
a
business-related
job,
we
will
follow
soon.
distribute
to family and friends,
some form over the Thanksgiv
Developing a resume is easier
ing break. Whether Uncle can help. It is the responsibility
Upcomi
"I can't find the yams. Where than you might think. Simply
Mortimer,AuntMatilda, or some of liberal arts students to set and
other not-so-well-meaning rela- articulate goals and develop ef- are they? Haven't you starting visit our office, pick up a copy of
Queensry
tive asks directly, or whether fective strategies. It is the re- looking for a job yet? It's not the "UOP Resume Writing
Nov. 29
Mom or Dad ask indirectly, your sponsibility of the liberal arts going to be easy to find some- Guide," write a first draft and
Nov. 30
have one of our staff critique it.
post-graduation plans will be- student to use research and com- thing this year."
Dec. 9
Don't be shy when someone ofcome a source of great curiosity, munications abilities to respond
Dec. 13
Yes, jobs are difficult to find, fers to help, but don't accept an
We hope they don't become a to the challenges which lie ahead,
Dec. 15
SHAPING A NEW GENERATION OF BUSINESS LEADERS
source of great consternation or You can cut it, but it won't be a particularly in down economies, offer without a sense of how you
piece of cake. Let us help you. Like any process, job search be- should follow up. Someone
indigestion.
" I had a psychology degree from California State University,Northridge and had worked in mortjiUKe banking.
gins with the first steps, Your "spreading around" your resume
This program combined my interests in psychology and business in a very applied manner.
EMF No
very
first
steps
should
be
up
our
is
noteffective
nor
total
job
search,
"Do you like that very expen
It is critical that you be able to
Steve Blackman facilitates organizational change, mergers and restructuring in his position asm
Nov. 30
articulate some form of post- sive wine I brought? When I was stairs to the second floor of You should be prepared to cite
Organizational Consultant at Hughes Aircraft. His work as both a research assistant at CSPP-W
Dec. 1
Angeles' Organizational Development Center and as a third year intern at a o insulting firmhunt;
graduation goals. Don't misin- in school I spent my holidays McConchie Hall. We have a your goals, gain a list of the inhis interviewing, surveying, data collectionand analysis skills. He has written six training mani*
Dec. 2
terpret the above question as working, not goofing off, skiing, handout which outlines ten steps dividuals who will receive your
for the National Management Association on how to lead work groups and manage change.
Dec. 3
"What are you going to do with or visiting the beach. What are to job search success. By re- resume, write follow up notes to
The curriculum at CSPP-Los Angeles exposes Blackman to the latest developments in organis
tional theory and practice, and this is crucial as he examines job security in his dissertation.
the restof your life?" This could you going to do over Christmas viewing this document you will these persons, and, ultimately,
better understand what lies ahead, arrange meetings with these
cause grave consequences, per break?"
Blackman is a fourth year student in the Organizational PhD program at the California School
of Professional Psychology, Los Angeles, a program that develops professu inalswho arehelping
By realizing that the profession- newly-found members of your
haps requiring the Heimlich
organizations respond to complex problems in today's changing world.
Maneuver to dislodge the fork
There's always someone at the als at Career Services are pre- "job search network." We at
CSPP offers PhD programs in Organizational and Industrial Psychology and PsyD and PhD program*"
full of fowl you were trying to table who "worked their way up pared to help you at every one of Career Services are ready to teach
Clinical Psychology at our campuses located in Berkeley/Alameda, Fresno, Los Angeles, and San Diego. For
more information call us toll-free at 800/457-1273 (Nat'l) or 800/457-5261 (CA).
consume. No matter the inten the ladder of success," of course the steps, you should feel confi- you the skills required to implenonprofit orgunt&Kion
tion of the inquirer, you should after graduating from the"school dent of your strategies. Jobsearch ment a total and successful job
respond by revealing that deci of hard knocks." There is much traditionally takes 3-6 months and search campaign,
To underscore the importance
sion-making is underway. Ide you can do to support goal-setting most college graduates do not
of developing and distributing
ally, you should be prepared to and job search efforts and sup
cite fields or areas of interest port yourself over the Thanks
which you are exploring, and giving and Christmas breaks.
respond to the inquiry with your Those I have worked with know
UOP
Independent Marketing Executive
own question. "Do you know of my fondness for the phrase,
Dan Carlon
anyone within these fields who I "let's take one step backwards in
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
can talk to about what they do or order to take two forward."
6643 Faith Hones Rd.
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED
who can help me with my efforts Holiday breaks are ideal times to
Ceres,
CA
95307
to find employment?" To ensure conduct as many informational
(209) 632-2525
that you will be able todo so, we interviews as possible. It is best
call
9:00am-3:00pm
urge you to visit our office and to view these communications as
visit with a counselor. After a research (or pre-search) oriented,
brief session we can determine not as job search-related activi
If you're looking for a good part-time
together whether our Career Fo ties. You are simply trying to
income, Melaleuca is looking for you!
cus Program, designed to stimu meet as many people in fields of
nXfJy«?tl^dent is e,ig'ble for some
Call
for
information.
late effective career exploration, interest as possible, learn as much
type of financial aid regardless
gin tothfnkitout Thanksgiving.
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Career Sergraduation. Stud- effective resumes,
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Great American
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'ershing Shell
4445 N. Pershing Ave
Stockton CA 95207
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Complete auto repair
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Does your car need a little mechanical work?
At a LOW Cost?
Take this Opportunity now!
All UOP students and faculty members
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Grupe
unveils new
sculpture
By Kelly Hochman
Entertainment Editor
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dgsic, magic and adventure in Disney's animated musical "Beauty and the Beast."

Beauty and the Beast hits the big screen
tors were assigned to specific charac
ters along with character animators,
clean-up artists, technicians and actors
to bring the story to life.
One of the most popular and endur
It took over one million drawings
ing romantic adventures the world has
and 226,000 individually painted cells
ever known becomes one of the most
to create Disneys' 30th animated film.
ambitious and entertaining animated
In the tradition of all Disney ani
pictures to date.
mated features,' 'Beauty and theBeast,"
Brought tothe screen by Walt Disney brings several memorable characters
Pictures, Beauty and the Beast took to life.
almost four years to accomplish and
Among them are the spirited, in
required the talents of nearly 600 ani dependent heroine, Belle, the mysteri
mators, artists and technicians.
ous and powerful Beast and the moth
This musical features the songs erly Mrs. Potts. Such award-winning
of Howard Ashman and Alan Menken, actresses as Angela Lansbury, Paige
the Oscar-winning team responsible, O' Hara and Jo Anne Worley contribute
for "The Little Mermaid."
the voices of the characters.
The film is produced by Don Hahn,
Set in and around a small French
al5-yearDisney veteran and two young village during the late 18th century,
directors making their debut in the "Beauty and the Beast" follows the
medium of animation, Gary Trousdale adventures of Belle who finds escape
and KirkWise.Ten supervising anima from her ordinary provincial life by
By Kelly Hochman
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reading books.
She is romantically pursued by a
handsome but boorish suitor, Gaston.
When herinventor father stumbles onto
the castle of a hideous beast and is
taken prisoner,
Belle comes to the rescue and agrees
to take her father's place. With the
assistance of thecastle's enchanted staff,
a teapot, a candelabra and a mantle
clock, she soon learns to see beneath
the beast's exterior todiscover the heart
and soul of a human prince.Meanwhile,
consumed by rejection and jealousy,
Gaston reveals that he has the heart of
a beast and leads a mob to the castle for
a climatic ending that only Disney could
capture.
It may be rated G,and it may have
been a long time since you've seen an
animated Disney movie, but this movie
has a lot to offer and will be enjoyable
to many.

The Grupe Company unveiled
a 19-foot bronze sculptureby Montana
artist Lyle Johnson, the first work in a
projected $1 million three series art-inpublic-places program in a dedication
at a prestigious new business park in
Stockton.
"Lakota Mother" depicts a na
tive American woman rescued by an
eagle rising from apond and fountain at
the Grupe Company's new corporate
headquarters in the new 40-acre
Brookside Business Park. A smaller
version of thesculpture is in theGrapes'
personal art collection; it inspired the
massive 2,500 pound bronze sculpture
cast in 56 pieces. The wing span of the
eagle is 12 feet.
"It? regal grace and her serene
expression, together with the powerful
eagle, attracted us to her right away,"
said Phyliss Grupe, wife of Brookside
community developerGreenlawGrape.
In the legend that Johnson depicts in
"Lakota Mother," a bald eagle rescues
an Indian woman from rising flood
waters and they become the parents of
twins who in turn become the parents
of the Sioux tribe.
Johnson was raised by Ute Indians
in Montana, surrounded by legends
and wildlife.
The two other pieces in this threeseries project include a grouping of
five running deer, which will be placed
4 in a stream near the complex, as well as
four leaping dolphins which are to be
placed at the edge of the 45-acre lake.

Upcoming Concert Dates
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Queensryche North American Tour 1991
Nov. 29 Sacramento, Arco Arena
San Francisco, Cow Palace
San Diego, Arena
Long Beach, Long Beach Arena
Fresno, Selland Arena
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Bookkeeper needed immedately!
Apply at the Pacifican
Hand Hall, Third Floor
946-2155

EMF North American Tour 1991
Nov. 30 Sacramento, Freeborn Hall
Dec. 1 San Jose, Events Center
Dec. 2 San Diego, Price Center Ballroom
Dec. 3 Los Angeles, Universal Amphitheater
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Danish rapper Lucas driving his way up the charts. Photo courtesy of MCA

Danish rapper draws on
international influences
By Kelly Hochman
Entertainment Editor

"I want to rap my days around you
The sun and its rays about you....
You paint my existence the color
of Surprise."
Those are not the average rap
lyrics you hear today. But then
again, Lucas is not the average new
!3P .artist. When listening to his debut
Uptown/MCA Records album, 'To
Rap My World Around You,"_expect
to be challenged and surprised.
The 20-year-old rap artist/poet/
singer from Denmark creates forward
sounding music which is truly interna
tional in scope. He blends hip-hop with
jazz improvisations and pop melodies
while rapping in a multitude of lan
guages, such as French, Danish, Ger
man and English. This album is a
variation on what has become the norm
in the rapping world. Lucas combines
different musical styles within a har
monious, multi-cultural musical set
ting.
The overall effect of his music is
stimulating with the jazz musicians
rhythmic pulse in the background.

Many of his ideas and poetic impulses
were sparked by the culture clash of
coming from life in Denmarkand other
European countries, then plunging
wholeheartedly into the world of New
York hip-hop in 1983.
Such cuts as "Sitting In A Breeze
With Jazz,""The Ice Age," and the title
cut off the album, "To Wrap My World
Around You," are definitely among the
best on the album. He also sings back
ground vocals on the Scandinavian hit
"Wanna Dance."
His music has a black base, but
there is no distinguishable color to his
music. He takes from all different cul
tures to give his music a special sound.
He is trying to broaden the scope of rap
with his own personal style of poetic
lyrics.
All around this is a very different
rap album. It is not the usual drum
based hard-driven sound that one most
often thinks of when talking about rap.
Lucas' sound is made up of several
different cultural backgrounds and
bases, thuslending to the unique sound
of his music. He represents a bold new
creative direction that rap is taking.
Listen to him, it won' t takelong for you
to get hooked.

Exclusive Sun-Tan
Private room, Relaxing and Quick Result

St. Joseph's
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* Complimentary Sun-Tan

.for a better way of life

UOP Students get FREE_Sun-Tan Once
Call 951-2311 for Details
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SPORTS
Turnovers cost Tigers

Tiger Tracks
Friday, Nov. 22
Volleyball vs. Nebraska
Men's Basketball at Stanford Invitational
(Loyola-Baltimore, Rice, Pacific, Stanford)

7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 23
Football at UNLV
Volleyball vs. Nebraska
Water Polo at Fresno State
Men's Basketball at Stanford Invitational

1 p.m.
7:30p.m.
12 noon

Consolation Game
Championship Game
Women's Swimming at Cal. State Northridge

6:30p.m.
8:30 p.m.
1 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 24
Women's Basketball vs. Montana State
Women's Swimming at Cal Poly - SLO
Tuesday, Nov. 25
Men's Basketball vs. Nevada - Reno
Friday, Nov. 29
Volleyball/Bankers Classic at Spanos Center
UCSB vs. Texas
USC vs. Pacific
Women's Basketball at Saint Mary's/Embassy Suite Classic
Mississippi vs. Pacific
E. Illinois vs. Staint Mary's

loss to Utah

2 p.m.
1 p.m.

2 p.m.

5:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.

By David Brown

UNLV this week.
Pacific did all of its scoring in the

Asst Sports Editor

secondquarter. Ryan Benjamin capped

On a day when Troy Kopp com
pleted 60 percentof hispasses (26of 43
for 309 yards) a Pacific victory would
almost seem a certainty.
Yet Kopp was intercepted 4 times
and threw for only one touchdown.
When it was over UOP lost to Utah
State 21-14 at Romney Stadium in
Logan, Utah.
Despite the loss Kopp was impres
sive in that he was able to spread the
ball around to a number of his receiv
ers.
Wedemeyer had six catches for 60
yards, Turner hauled in six balls for 65
yards, Benjamin five for 64, Edwards
three for 49 and Hobbs also had five
receptions good for 56 yards.
UOP's record has now dropped to
4-7 overall and 3-3 in the Big West.
The Tigers still have a chance to finish
above .500 in the conference for the
first time since 1978withavictoryover
1978 with a victory over

a 16 play 85 yard drive with a 1 yard
touchdownrun. Thebiggestplayof the
drive was a 28
yard reception from Kopp to Ben
jamin on third and 11 that got the ball to
the Utah State six yard line.
Utah State tied the game on a 33
yard touchdown pass from Ron Lopez
to Rob Moore.
The Tigers recaptured the lead on
Jason Edwards 19 yard touchdown
reception completing a 76 yard drive
where Aaron Turner starred. He made
three catches on the drive of 19,17 and
18 yards respectively.
UOP took a 14-7 lead to the locker
om at halftime which was short lived
Uvea
room
as the Aggies rallied for a 14 point third
quarter to take a 21-14 lead.
Utah State's Roger Grant led the
Aggies surge with two three-,ard
touchdown runs. Grantwas an integral
part of Utah State's offense rushing for
yards on 31
carries.
131 yaras
j i tames.

more first downs than the Aggies^
14) Pacific had nearly twice as mm
offensive output ,401 total yards

Ryan Benjamin's performance on
Saturday shouldnot be overlooked. He

sdiwu-y
,
more rushing for
gmned ^ y^s^ (23 *103)

211.

^ m0st frustrating thing
Probab y
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This Saturday the Tigers will ^
looking tocomplete the 1991 camp^
on a high note with a victory over ft,
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UNLV Runnin' Rebels in Las Veg®
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Volleyball shows heart in split at Hawaii

gyBritt Miller
Slaff

By Peter Croke

Writer

Staff Writer

Saturday, Nov. 30
Volleyball/Bankers Classic
5:30 p.m.
Consolation Match
7:30p.m.
Championship Match
Women's Basketball at Staint Mary's/Embassy Suite Classic
5:30p.m.
Consolation Game
7:30p.m.
Championship Game
Tuesday, Dec. 3
Men's Basketball at Loyola-Marymount
Bold games are at home

Bad Bowls
By Michael Sklut
Sports Editor

7:30p.m.

With college football's regular season coming to a close, bowl bids are now
on every sport fans mind. And with bowl bids comes conflict and usually
disappointment. This season looks no different. This years bowls on paper look
disanoointing,
the main reason is the lack of respect given to west coast
football.
rr
c
.
,
After watching an overrated Miami team beat number one Honda State last
aquestionable
Saturday, there is no doubt in my mind that number two ranked Washington is
line call, came back to win 16-14. Pa
flatoutthebestteam in thecountry. Itis unfortunate thatWashington cannot prove
cific went into the fifth game with no
themselves against the three Florida schools, but because they are going to win
fightleftandlost 15-4 to lose the match.
the Pac-10, the Rose Bowl istheir only choice. Washington will face once beaten
Team leaders from Friday night
and number four ranked Michigan in Pasadena, in what looks to be the best bowl
were Vikki Simonis with 20 kills,
match-up. Thegamemightlookclose.butinrealityitwon'tbe. Washington will
Melanie Beckenhauer-Heller with 62
whip the Wolverines and hope that Miami loses in the Orange Bowl to Nebraska
assists, Simonis again with 20 digs and
or Colorado, so they can claim there rightfully deserved National Championship.
Charlotte Johansson with seven total
Speaking of the Orange Bowl, what a joke this game has turned out to be.
blocks.
Number 1 Miami playing theBig 8 champion, being either Nebraskaor Colorado,
The Tigers looked like a brand new
with neither of them being ranked in the top 10, for the National Championship.
team on Saturday night. They came to
Miami should not be the National Champs by winning one big game, even if it
play and dispatched Hawaii in three
is Florida S tate. The 'Canesshould have to play a top 7 or 8 team, like Penn S tate,
games, 15-12,15-12and 15-7. Pacific
Florida or Cal. It is just like Miami to play a soft schedule, upset the number 1
almost doubled the previous night's
team and then play an average team for the national championship.
hitting percentage, hitting .301 on
No bowl has turned out to be a bigger flop then the Sugar Bowl. This bowl
Saturday versus .155 on Friday. This
has number five ranked Florida, who has one lose and will probably get another
statistic was helped by cutting hitting
one af ter facing FloridaState in a couple weeks, against the Fighting Irish of Notre
errors per game from 7.8 down to 5.3.
Dame, who are now ranked #19 in the polls. Talk about a team living off of its
Johansson lead the Tigers with 11 kills,
name, the Irish have 3 losses this season, including an embarrassing lose to
followed by HeatherSchoeny and Katy
Tennessee in which N.D. was leading 31-7 and last weeks whipping at the hands
Eldridge with nine kills each.
of Penn State. This is a perfect example of the lack of respect west coast football
Beckenhauer-Heller racked upanother
receives, and especially the Pac-10. Cal should be in this bowl.
41 assists and Eldridge led the team
The reasons for Cal being chosen for this bowl are two fold. One, they are 9with 19 digs. Back row defense was
1, soon to be 10-1 after beating Stanford down on the Farm this week in the Big
definitely improved on Saturday night
Game, and ranked number six in the nation. Two, their only loss, to Washington,
as the Tigers had the same number of
the team that I fell would beat all 3 Florida schools, was by only seven points.
digs (84) in two fewer games.
They are for realand a lack ofwinning program thepast decade should not be held
Ending this losing streak with such
against them. Georgia Tech had not been much of a powerhouse the last decade
an impressive showing should be a big
and they weregiven theNumber Ranking last year. Maybe a Cal vs. Florida Sugar
boost later this season when Pacific
Bowl would not get as many viewersas the one planned for this January 1 game,
will most likely face Hawaii again in
but it would have been much more exciting and deserving.
the Northwest Regional Tournament.
Now Cal is going to the Florida Citrus Bowl to face off with Atlantic Coast
The Tigers will have to be more con
Conference champion Clemson, who is ranked number 14 in the polls. Even if
fident than ever in their ability to beat
Cal wins by a landslide, without beating a top number 10 team on New Years day,
Hawaii.
there is no way they will be ranked any higher then number five in the final polls.
In the meantime, Pacific will de
If I was in charge of the bowl bids, your New Years day T.V. guide would look
fend its 2(M overall record in the Spanos
something like this.
Center against the number nine ranked
Sugar Bowl: Florida vs. Miami
Nebraska Comhuskers this weekend.
Orange Bowl: Florida St. vs. Big Eight Champ
There will be a match on both Friday
Fiesta Bowl: Penn State vs. Cal
and Saturday night. Both matches will
Even with my lineup, it is hard to put together a good bowl day in which the
be non-conference meetings and will
National Championship will be decided, when the best team in the country has
start at 7:30 pm.
to play in the Rose Bowl.
u

It definitely wt

The UOP Tiger volleyball team
spent a very interesting weekend in
Hawaii th is past week. The Tigers took
their number three national ranking
into the University of Hawaii's Klum
Gym to face the number four-ranked
Rainbow Wahinesin two matches, one
on Friday night and one on Saturday
night. The Tigers had not won a match
in Klum Gym since Dec. 13, 1986.
This trend looked like it was going to
continue Friday night when the Tigers
lost the match in five games 16-14,1215,6-15,16-14, and 15-4.
After losing the first game, the Ti
gers played well in the next two, and
stood ready to win the fourth gameand
end the match. The score was 14-9 and
the Tigers were ready to take the match
when they lost control of the game.
Control did not go to the Wahines,
though, it went to the Hawaii crowd. A
huge burstof enthusiasm,accompanied
by a similar burst in noise, shifted the
liiuiiiviituinaway
momentum away tiuini
from Pacific.
avuiu. iianuu
Hawaii
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Melanie Beckenhaur-Heller leads the Tigers against Nebraska this weekend.
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Call the Business INFOLINE!
There are over 9 million businesses in the U S
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Intramural volleyball ready for playoffs
By Rich CanSenior Staff Writer

VOLLEYBALL: With one week
left, the playoffs are starting to shape
up into some exciting match-ups.Three
four-person leagues and two co-rec
leagues have teams already guarantee
ing a playoff spot for themselves. This
week's poll has some changes. Records
are also included this week.
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
TOP TEN as of 11/18
Co-Rec
(Division, Record)
1. Mutant Pharm.Turtles(A,4-0)
2. Globediggers (B.5-1)
3. Let's Do It! (A,3-1)
4. Grace's Groovin'(B,4-l)
5. Zero-Order (B,5-l)
6. Carter H. Crew (B,3-l)
7. Chinese Club (C.4-1)
8. Price Pfisters (C.3-1)
9. VSA (B3-2)
10. Free Racicals (B3-2)
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waii Tigers look ready for season opener
By Britt Miller
Staff Writer

It definitely was not the Running
Rebels, but University of the Pacific's
men's basketball team routed the Fel
lowship of Christian Athletes 102-69
Sunday night in an exhibition game
played at the Spanos Center.
The game was a great confidence
builder in getting ready for the regular
season, which begins next Friday at 8
p.m.againstRice in the Stanford/Apple
Invitational in Palo Alto.
"A win is a win, and the only thing
itcando isgive your team confidence,"
said FCA player and former UOP

player Rich Ressa.
Senior forward Randy Laven
der, who had 10 points and six re
bounds, felt, "The game gave us an
opportunity to have our bench play
with the starters, and it gave us a good
chance to prepare for the Stanford
Tournament."
The game was really no match
for the hot shooting Tigers. DellDemps
and junior college transfer Tony
Amundsen lead the Tigers with 20
points each. Demps was eight of 12
from the field, while Amundsen shot
seven of 10.
The Tigers broke out to a 14-4
lead in the first half.
From here on you could tell the

Tigers were in the driver's seat and in
control of the game. The Tigers
stretched their first half lead to 47-16
on a couple of three-point field goalsby
Demps. Pacific went into the locker
room with a 52-25 halftime lead.
In the second half, redshirt
freshman MattOlin came off the bench
and scored 11 points. Rob Richardson
with hisaggressive play added 13 points
for the Tigers.
The Tigers' next home game is
nextTuesday, Nov. 26 against Nevada.
UOP lost a close one to Nevada last
year on a couple of questionable calls
down the stretch. However, from the
looks of it this year, Nevada will be in
for a long bus ride home.

Water polo beats UC Irvine
By Mike Martinez
Senior Staff Writer

The Tigers, ranked number eight in
lire NCAA, went into the final home
siand of the season needing victories
over two of the top five teams in the
naiion if they wanted to earn a spot in
to 8 team NCAA Championship

Tournament.
On Saturday, the Pacific hosted the
Stanford Cardinal, ranked number five
® the nation, looking to avenge an 11' loss in Palo Alto the week before.
Met playing to a 3-3 tie after two
quarters of play, the Cardinal was able
10 lake a one goal advantage into the

the Big West leader in scoring average,
poured in three of the UOP four team
scores to stake the Tigers to a 4-0 lead
at halftimeand theTigers never looked
back as they cruised to a 10-6 victory
over UC Irvine.
"(The victory) means nothing since
were not in the NCAA's, but it is nice
when you can beat the number two
(Pepperdine) and number three teams
in thenation in the same season,"added
Tanner.
The victories over Pepperdine and
UC Irvine do mean that theTiger water
polo team is now a member of the
upper echelon water polo teams in the
nation and next year, that NCAA berth
would be a lot easier to get.

fourth and final period. UOP was able
to tie it up on a goal by Doug Sutherland,
but Stanford scored the final goal of the
game just :33 seconds later for the 7-6
win.
On Sunday, the Tigers hosted a
much tougher UC Irvine team which
placed at number three in the last poll.
The Tigers and Anteaters played to a 00 tie after the first period.
Tiger Goalkeeper Tom Cheli re
corded five of his 11 first half saves in
the first period.
"Cheli couldn't be scored on in the
first half and their first goal was a
defensive lapse and notTom fault,"said
Tiger Head Coach John Tanner. In the
second quarter Pacific's Todd Hosmer,

KPAC'S new sports show
By Michael Sklut
Vns Editor
_
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By David Brown
Asst. Sports Editor

Now that the bowl bids have been
handed out we know who is playing
who, who is playing when, and where
one team belongs and one does not
The culprit is Notre Dame and the
victim California. Both schools will be
playing on New Year's Day. number
17 Notre Dame will face number five
Florida in the Sugar Bowl in New
Orleans, Louisiana. ACC champion
number 15 Clemson plays number six
California in the Citrus Bowl in Or
lando, Florida.
It costs money to make money. It is
as simple as that. The Sugar Bowl took
because of their national
Notre
recognition and expectations of a large
What's more the
viewing audience,
Orange Bowlwhich will feature number
is on television at the same
one
time.

r„_c as well as the casual sports fan,
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By Dave Brown
Asst. Sports Editor

Having won the A-league football
championship in convincing fashion
this fall, Phi Delta Theta fraternity will
take its act on the road. Phi Delta Theta
will represent UOP in an intramural
football tournamenttobe held in Davis,
on Nov. 24.
It is a four-team tournament that
also includes the best teams from UC
Davis, Cal-State University Sacra
mento and Pacific Union College.
In a meeting last Monday night at
The Graduate in Davis rules from all
four schools were considered. Sandy

Pacifican

By David Brown
Asst. Sports Editor

This coming weekend the UOP
Men's basketball team will travel to
Stanford to tipoff the 1991-92 season
in theStanford Tournament. TheTigers
will meet
Rice Friday night at 8:30. Stanford
faces Loyola (Baltimore) at 6:30. The
winners
will play in the championship game
Saturday night at 8:30.
Over the Thanksgiving break
Women's basketball and volleyball will
be involved in tournaments of their
own.
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TEAM HANDBALL: This new
event is being offered in a one day

X-MAS BASKETBALL TOUR
NEY: The tourney isscheduled for SatSun Dec. 7-8. All teamsare guaranteed
at least two games and no more than
two games each day. There will be a
maximum of 16 men's teams and 8 corec teams. Entry fee is $25 and teams
will be taken on a first come, first
served basis. Entries will not be ac
cepted afterThursday Dec 5 if the field
is not full.
OFFICIALS: Basketball and vol
leyball officials are needed. Volleyball
officials will be needed the last week of
league play and for playoffs in De
cember. Basketball officials are needed
for the X-mas tourney and for thespring
semester. Clinics will given for both
sports near the end of November.
One final note of interest, THE TSHIRTS ARE IN!

Jacobson, the intramural director from
UC Davis, is responsible for coordi
nating the event.
Each team will play two games.
Match-ups will be determined just prior
to kickoff.
The winners will meet for the
championship, and the losers have a
consolation game for third place.
Phi Delta Theta was4-l in the regu
lar season and 6-1 overall.
"This presents a great opportunity
and signifies not only Phi DeltaTheta's
success in intramurals,but as a house,"
said Phi Delta Theta President Steve
Thomas.
One thing that the UOP squad will
be unaccustomed to is blocking. This

year was the first year in which blocking
was not allowed by the intramural de
partment in an effort to prevent injuries.
"Each team will be hindered from
the potpourri of rulesfrom each school,
but I imagine we'll still stick with what
got us the A-league championship,"
said quarterback Davin Jackson.
"Going into a competitive event
without knowing what or who you're
facing is an internal motivator. It'll be
a lot of fun because since the season
ended, we miss playing together," said
team member Todd Woodford.
The games will be played on the
X|xL.
Hutchison Intramural Field on the UC
Davis campus, with kickoff scheduled
for 10 a.m.
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for some type of financial
aid regardless of grades or parental Income.

COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE: Our data basa of over 200.000 listings ol scholarships and
grants represent over $10 billion in private sector financial aid.

RESULTS QUARANTBBD.

Bring your classified
Hand Hall, Third
Floor
or call 946-2 Vi 5 for
:

Classic at the A. G.Spanos Center from
the29-30th. Someexceptional compe
tition has been lined up for the tourna
ment. Texas, USC and UCSB are all in
the top 25. UOP has a round 1 match
with USC.

UNIQUE RESEARCH: Our research department has located many scholarships
including awards tor newspaper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders and non-smokers.

The Sugar Bowl was selfish and
greedy and it got them the number 17
team in the country with an 8-3 record.
Teams with no losses or one loss
belong in a major bowl on New Year's
Day. (Rose, Fiesta, Orange, Sugar and
Cotton) California with its 9-1 record
deserves better. There is nothing wrong
with the Citrus Bowl because it is still
on New Year's Day. California will
receive a lot of national attention and
the bowl cannot help but be a boost for
its football program.
Yet, the facts are simple California
9-1 has played like one of the best
teams in the country. The team has
beaten all but one of its opponents the
Bears only loss came at the the expense
of number two Washington. Although
Notre Dame is a very respectable 8-3,
the team has no business playing in the
Sugar Bowl.
Notre Dame was humiliated by
(See Bowls, back page)

CLASSIFIEDS

The Lady Tigers basketball team
will be at the St. Mary's / Embassy
Suites Classic on the 29-30th of No
vember. Pacific will open against
Mississippi.
Volleyball will host the Bankers

MANY AWARDS: Scholarships are available to students based on their career plans, family
heritage and academic interests.

to The Pacifican
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TURKEY TROT: This year's Tur
key Trot will be on Sunday, Nov. 24 at
3 p.m. Entries are now open and are due
on Friday Nov. 22 at 4 p.m. There will
be one and three mile fun runs. Male
and female divisions are being offered
as well as a predicted time category.
The course will be located on campus.
Entry fee is S3 with winners in each
category receivinga turkey as well asa
championship T-shirt.

Robert Yelas

Upcoming tournaments for Tigers

Bad Bowls II

the show is that Mylett and

RACQUETBALL: Last Friday's
tournament was short on numbers of
entries but long on games and com
petitive spirit. The women'schampion
for the second year in a row was Berta
Ramos. Berta teaches racquetball as
graduate assistant here at UOP. The
men's title took a bit more time. Glen
Larkin took the championship, but not
before he had to play Kieth Nham three
times. Kieth should be given the
ironman award for playing five matches
in just under four hours.

tournament format. Teams of six to
seven persons are needed for this
Olympic sport.Team handball is played
like indoor soccer, except use of hands
are allowed to advance the ball. A
clinic or demonstration of the sport will
take place prior to the tournament,
which will begin Sunday, Nov 24 at 2
p.m. Entry fees are just $10 and are due
Friday Nov 22 at 4 p.m.

A-League champs to play in Davis

A n d . . .

very professional. Ed and Cory work
well together and they really know
what they are doing, and it shows."
A major reason for the success of

for the UOP basketball team for two
^chapp's Talk," comes KPAC's
years, while Mylett is a junior on the
Sports Forum" with Cory Clemetson
baseball team.
^ Ed Mylett.
"Since webothhavebeen associated
The sports talk show, which is on
with
athletics here," says Mylett, who
0 AM KPAC every Sunday between
is the play-by-play man of the show,
^ 5 p.m., covers both the national
"we feel we know a lot about the ups
^ circuit and UOP's athletics in a
and downs of sports at Pacific. We feel
I®"0® and professional manner. The
that it is important to get the athlete s
0rniat isa question and answer session
!'!haUOP athlete or coach, in which point of view across.
Mylett and Clemetson both feel
ey ^scuss the problems and the
that
UOP overall does not care about
access of Pacific athletics. They also
the
sports
program as much as other
Jve call-ins, at 946-2808, in which
universities.
They believe tha the
ey answer listeners questions and
school and the community are not 100
their own analysis.
percent behind athletics, but that there
We make sure to ask pinpoint
have been great strides the past two
athT^ons to ^ athlete about UOP vears in student interest That is why
£ etics," says the show's 'colorman,' thev feel the show is important and
^ Clemetson. "We are not going to
successful. With interest comes the
smoke. We are realistic about
eed for information about athletics,
lcs at UOP. If we feel a team or
information that can be found on the

one

Four-Person
1. SAE#1 (A,5-0)
2. Phi Delt (A,5-0)
3. Sewer Patrol (A,3-2)
4. Bump-n-Grind (A,3-2)
5. Reckless Abandon(B,4-0)
6. DYO LAI (B,5-0)

7. Four-Play (B.5-1)
8. Cornershots (B.5-1)
9. BilotBlasters (B.4-2)
10. No Names (B,4-2)
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CALL ANYTIME FOR A FREE BROCHURE

(800) 283-8600
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
Allied Health
Professions

DicOAl
Discover a Challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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CLASSIFIEDS
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS
Educational Research Services
Box 3006
Boston, Massachusetts 02130
Financial AidAvailable immediately! Special grants program. Every studenteligible. Noone
turned down. Simple application. Sendname, address and$lP&Hfee (refundable) to: Student
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022

Interested in a Semester at Sea? Come to the presentation at 2 p.m. today at the ASUOP

AMVOX

(Continued from page 9)
directly and honestly.
And if all this is not enough to get
you to listen, then Clemetson's 'Dicky
V.'impersonation might be. (Dicky •
is Dick Vitale, the guru of college bas
ketball, and Clemetson's idol).
"It's a prime time show, baby," says
Clemetson doing his best Dicky V. "It s
the most unbelievable, informational,
amazing sports show in America. The
'Sports Forum' on 530 KPAC. It s
rockn' roll timeevery Sunday at4 p.m.

CTATE-OF-THE-ART
MI SSAGING SERVICE

.JgRSffiSSS!mt&e
AMVOXcan handle your

communication needs !

Check it out."

conference room!

Counseling

Grace

(Continued from front page)
meet its requests.
"We'renotonly doing this to recog
nize good studentsbut we' re doing it to
raise Grace's incentive to succeed and
excel, instead of just getting by," said
'ties.
Students need to make an appoint Averett.
ment to see a counselor at the Center.
The goal of the Grace Senate is to
While the Center never turns away make the "Student of the Week" a
students whoneed help, the counselors tradition, unique to the Grace dormitory.
on duty may havecurrentappointments Students living in Grace are welcome
and students will have to wait until an to nominate students they feel should
opening is available.
deserve the award.
For more information, contact the
For moreinformation, contact Trent
Counseling Center at 946-2225.
Averett, Grace Covell president.
(Continued from front page)
best suit the University's students,
as well as concerns regarding how the
Counseling Center performs their du-

rrnMOM/CAL & EFFICIENT

Bowls

try are supposed to face each other on
New Years Day then the Sugar Bowl
(Continued from page 9)
should have paired number six Cali
Penn State 35-13 on Saturday. A
fornia against number five Florida with
week before the Irish blew a 31-7 lead
no exceptions. A match up we will
only to lose 35-34. There other loss
never see because of greed and a very
was to number four Michigan.
If two of the best teams in the coun- full bandwagon.

mm

KPAC
(Continued from front page)
current news around the world, but
stories about entertainment and special
events taking place on campus.
Presently, KPAC has only two
major concerns. Because KPAC is a
carrier current station not regulated by
the Federal Communications
Commision, it radiates from existing
electrical wiring. Unlike a frequency
station, which broadcasts signels from
a transmitter through the air, wiring is
required within its building boudaries,
making the watts of power vary within
the campus. "It's very frustrating,"
says Wisot, who can't even get the
station in his townhouse apartment.

Eventually, the entire campus will be
able to receive this new "run away
station."
KPAC's other con
cern is covering all of the weekend
shifts. Because
not many students are willing to
work on weekends, some of the shifts
are not filled, which results in airing
taped shows.
"KPAC is an amazing learning ex
perience for those interested in the
radio business," says Ray. The station
is always looking for student
volunteers to receive hands-on ex
perience.
If interested,contact Andrew Wisot
at 946-2808.

Campus Classics
S t u d y t h e c l a s s i c b l e n d of
comfort and s t y l e i n Birkenstock
footwear, and
l e a r n how good
your f e e t can
f e e l ! Suede,
l e a t h e r , and
nubuck s t y l e s i n
1 autumn c o l o r s of
[ f o r e s t , b e r r y , mocha and v i o l e t .

Birkenstock

Macintosh.

Right price.
Right now

CURTAIN
UUI
"Deliveries with Distinction'

Oallcen Bouquets
Singing & Dancing
Telegrams

BY OUR TOP HAT GUYS & GALS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

• Playboy Bunnies
• Cartoon Characte
• Party Clowns
• Stripper Grams

Macintosh Classic®System.

Macintosh LC System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular com
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

Macintosh Ilsi System.

What s more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry—these special
savings last only through January 5,1992.

(Male & Female)
• Can Can Girls
• French Maids
And More!
Party Planning &
Decorating,
Theme Events

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
A Division of University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

DELIVERY 7 DAYS

463-6248

© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc CI
;

^ 'acegistered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc,

